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Wittus Grills on Fire!

Stove News

The Phoenix & Firebird outdoor
grills in action, recently seen at
the Field & Supply Market show
at the Hutton Brickyards facility
in Kingston NY, which took
place October 11-13. Wittus
was there in volume with both
grill models which were placed
throughout the fairgrounds and
lit up for action. The Fall show
was
a
great success with 40% more in
attendance up from the Spring show.
This is the ultimate event of the season,
which promotes great products from
local vendors throughout the Hudson
Valley. Hope to see you there next
Spring!
More
info
at
www.fieldandsupply.com.

One Stop Shopping with Style

Grill Cleaning 1,2,3!
Outdoor products can live a long life if
cared for properly. Here are a few
easy steps to keep your grill in tip top
shape all season long.
1) Give your grill a seasonal once
over. Look for signs of wear and
tear and clean up any debris
that may be lingering in the
firebox.
2) Brush off any food-stuff that
may have gotten caked on grill
parts during cooking.
3) Scrape the grill rack with a wire brush to clean it. The
more the grill rack sparkles at the end of the season,
the better it will look when you see it in the Spring.

Great Heating From Wittus
Heating a home is very
important, and heating it
efficiently is even more so.
Making the right choices can be
easy if you understand what’s
available. Wittus products strive
for both contemporary beauty
and high heat output, our stoves
are designed with the client in
mind. Adding a freestanding
stove to a space as a secondary
heat source or placing a zero
clearance insert in a place that never had one, will increase
a home’s value and its heating capacity. Visit
www.wittus.com for full product details and order a stove
today! Optifire insert shown above.

“Firewood dealers come in all shapes and sizes, and
although they may appear to be established or questionable,
that does not necessarily mean you will be dealt a good or
bad hand. It is super important to buy well-seasoned
firewood, anything else will cause trouble in more ways than
one.”
~Alliance for Green Heat

The Shaker, Stove to the Stars!
The Wittus Shaker stove
is a superstar when it
comes to wood burning
stoves.
This
small
wonder heats up to 1,300
sq. ft. A contemporary
classic that goes with
most interior decors, this
product is one of the very
best. Available in Shaker
short or long bench with door opening options. Order the
Shaker today and fill your home with royalty.

Stack Ceramic Wood Burning Stove
A ceramic wonder
from the hillsides of
La Castellamonte,
Italy. The Stack
stove comes in a
choice of bright
colors, two heights
and different base
options. The burn
system utilizes a
ceramic baffle for
optimal combustion
and
incorporates
state-of-the-art technology. This whimsical wood burning
stove is a favorite in designer circles. Custom order for most
models.

Wittus Accessories, Takk Poker
Ticky Tacky Tikki Takki…
like a clock the Takk
Poker keeps time with the
best. This
beautifully
designed fire poker will sit
on on your coffee table or tend to your fire with equal gusto.
The perfect gift for fire and design lovers. Order a Takk
Poker today (shown above) and
manage the fire in style. See the
entire
collection
of
Wittus
accessories
on
our
website
www.wittus.com. Twig inspirations
shown at right.

